Line profiles of extreme ultraviolet emission lines observed in a solar prominence at positions above the white-light limb with the NRL slit spectrograph on Skylab are discussed. Absolute line intensities and full widths at half-maximum are presented for lines formed over the temperature range ~1 x 10 4 to 2.2 x 10 5 K. The volume emission measures calculated using resonance line intensities are greater than quiet-Sun emission measures at the same height above the limb and indicate a somewhat different distribution of material with temperature in the prominence compared to the quiet-Sun emission measure at + 8". Electron densities in the prominence determined using the calculated emission measures and the intensities of density-sensitive intersystem lines are between the quiet-Sun electron density and half the quiet-Sun electron density. Random massmotion velocities calculated from the measured full widths at half-maximum show a range of velocities. For r e > 4 x 10 4 K, the nonthermal velocity decreases with increasing height in the prominence. For 7^ < 4 x 10 4 K, the calculated mass motions are near zero. From the He n 1640 Â line profile we derive an average temperature of 27,000 K for the region in which He n is emitted.
I. INTRODUCTION Solar prominences have been the subject of considerable study using observations carried out in the optical part of the spectrum. Optical observations, however, provide little information on the hotter regions in prominences, in particular, the prominencecorona interface. Most of the radiation from the hotter regions is concentrated in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) region of the spectrum. EUV emission-line intensities in prominences have been examined using rocket observations (Orrall and Speer 1974; Yang, Nicholls, and Morgan 1975) and using satellite observations (Withbroe 1971 ; Noyes et al. 1972; Orrall and Schmahl 1976) . These observations were obtained with low spectral resolution, however, and thus provided no information on line profiles. Since many quiescent prominences exhibit narrow line profiles (i.e., little or no nonthermal line broadening) at optical wavelengths (e.g., Tandberg-Hanssen 1974) and EUV wavelengths , it is of considerable interest to examine line widths over the range of temperatures observable in the EUV.
In this study we present emission-line data for a prominence observed above the solar limb with the NRL spectrograph on Skylab. From the spectra we derive emission measures, electron densities, and mass motions at several locations within the prominence. Using this information we discuss the structure of the higher-temperature regions in the prominence. In addition, we discuss the intensity and profile of the He n A1640 line.
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II. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
From spectra obtained with the NRL slit spectrograph on Skylab (S082-B) we selected a series of limb observations of the prominence identified as P59 by the ATM experimenters. This hedgerow-type prominence was observed at the east limb a number of times between 1973 December 17 and 1973 December 19. Spectra were recorded at several radial heights above the limb with the slit tangent to the limb. In addition, a number of spectra were recorded with the slit oriented along some of the filamentary structure of the prominence. For all of the positions at which spectra were recorded, the astronaut attempted to position the spectrograph slit so that it was uniformly illuminated with Ha-emitting prominence material. Table 1 summarizes the observations used in this study. Here we list the date and time of each sequence of exposures at each instrument pointing, the angle east of north to the slit location, the limb offset (radial height above the solar limb of the slit center), and the slit orientation. The limb offset for observations tangent to the limb (slit orientation of 90°) was recorded by the astronaut. These offsets should be accurate to 2"-4". The limb offsets for slit orientations not tangent to the limb were determined from pointing information and the onboard Ha films. These offsets should be accurate to S'-IO". In Figure 1 [Plate 7] we present a series of spectroheliograms of the prominence obtained in the He n À304 line with the NRL spectroheliograph on Skylab (S082-A) during the time period of the spectral observations. The drawings adjacent to each spectroheliogram indicate the slit locations for 929 the spectra obtained near the time of the spectroheliogram.
At about 6 h 30 m UT on 1973 December 19, the prominence lifted off the limb. The last four sets of observations listed in Table 1 were made approximately 6 hours after this event took place. The spectra at positions (14) and (15) were recorded in the brightest remnant of the prominence, while the spectra at positions (16) and (17) were recorded in regions where no prominence material was visible in Ha. Examination of the spectroheliograms obtained near the time of the last two spectra shows that there was some enhancement of He il À304 emission at these locations. Using other Skylab data, Schmahl and Hildner (1977) have studied the eruption of this prominence and the associated coronal transient.
Observations of the prominence on the disk a few days after the spectra were obtained and examination of the spectroheliograms in Figure 1 taken before and after the prominence lifted off the limb indicate that the southernmost sections of the prominence viewed at the limb (angles east of north >68°) consisted of two large structures, with one behind the other. One of these structures lifted off the limb with the northern portion of the prominence, the other appears to have remained. Thus spectra taken at positions with angles east of north >68° and before the prominence lifted off sample both of the structures in the line of sight, while the spectra taken at positions (14) and (15) sample only the remaining structure after the prominence erupted. Ha pictures of the prominence on the disk a few days after the spectra were obtained show that the entire prominence eventually reformed in a configuration similar to its preeruption state.
The NRL slit spectrograph on Skylab has been described in detail by Bartoe et al (1977) . Spectra were recorded between 1100Â and 4000 Â. The spectral resolution for wavelengths below 1940 Â, where the spectral lines discussed in this paper are located, is 0.06 Â. The spatial resolution on the Sun was 2" x 60". The prominence spectra were recorded on Kodak 101 film. Characteristic curves for converting the measured photographic densities to intensities were constructed in the manner described by Doschek et ai (1976) . The intensities determined from the characteristic curves are in arbitrary units and do not include the instrumental response as a function of wavelength. Most of the line intensities are determined with an accuracy of about 207 o . The full widths at half-maximum (FWHM) are determined to an accuracy of about ± 0.02 Â. The intensities measured in arbitrary units were converted to absolute units using the absolute calibration given by Doschek et al. (1976) . Absolute intensities determined in this manner should be accurate to within a factor of 2. Table 2 lists line intensities and FWHM at each position for selected emission lines. The total intensity was determined from the measured peak line intensity and FWHM by assuming that the profile was a Gaussian. Some of the entries in the table give only the total intensity in the line because the half-intensity point in the line profile fell on the "toe" of the characteristic curve. In these cases the FWHM was still measured and used to determine the total line intensity, but is not well enough determined to be used to derive the amount of nonthermal line broadening. Line intensities that do not have the FWHM listed are thus somewhat more uncertain than the others. Because the He ii A1640 feature is a blend of seven components, we list only their total intensity. The FWHMs listed in the table have not had the instrumental width subtracted. All of the spectra were obtained at large Assuming ionization equilibrium, and applying the treatment developed by Pottasch (1964) , the power in ergs s" 1 in an allowed transition may be expressed as P = 2.2 x 10-
where
Here A el is the element abundance relative to hydrogen, fiu is the absorption oscillator strength, <g> iu is the effective Gaunt factor, r max is the temperature at which G(T e ) is a maximum, iV* is the ion number density, N el is the element number density, and ÊsE lu is the transition energy in ergs. If we assume that the plasma emitting a particular resonance line can be characterized by a mean electron density, the integral in equation (1) becomes <A e 2 )AF, where (A^2) is the mean-square electron density of the volume AK at temperature r max . The intensities listed in Table 2 can be expressed as powers by multiplying by 47r^p, where A p is the projected area of the spectrograph slit on the Sun (6.3 x 10 17 cm 2 ). From equations (1) and (2) the quantity <A e 2 )AF as a function of temperature can be determined from the intensities of the effectively thin resonance lines of S ii, A1 in, Si iv, C iv, and N v listed in Table 2 . These ions span the temperature range from about 2.5 x 10 4 K to 1.7 x 10 5 K. To derive the emission measures for the lines of Si iv, C iv, and N v we used the values of f lu and <g> iu given by Dupree (1972) . For the A1 in lines we use a collision strength extrapolated from Flower and Nussbaumer (1975) . For the S n line we use the oscillator strength tabulated by Wiese, Smith, and Miles (1969) and the Gaunt factor given by Burton et al. (1971) . The ionization balance for A1 m was taken from Landini and Monsignori Fossi (1972) . For all of the other ions we use the ionization balance calculations of Jordan (1969) . Element abundances were taken from Ross and Aller (1976) and Withbroe (1976) .
In Figure 2 we present the calculated volume emission measures for the positions in the prominence for which all of the intensities of the lines listed above could be measured. It turns out that the only observations for which all of the lines are available were made with the spectrograph slit tangent to the limb. For comparison, we also show the average volume emission measures derived from the quiet-Sun limb spectra recorded at 6" and 8" above the limb and discussed by Doschek et al. (1976) and Mariska, Feldman, and Doschek (1978) . All of the emission measures, with the exception of those for S n, are plotted at the peak temperature of the G{T e ) function. For S n we have plotted the emission measure at a temperature of 2.5 x 10 4 K, corresponding to a temperature roughly midway between the peak of the G(T e ) function for the line and the peak of the fractional ionization curve for S ii. This temperature is only an estimate. Because the emission measure rises steeply at low temperatures, the electron density weighting is important for calculating the temperature of line formation for S n. This weighting should shift the temperature of line formation to a lower temperature. Photoionization will have the same effect.
Comparison of the prominence and quiet-Sun emission measures in Figure 2 reveals a number of significant features. At each radial height above the limb, there is more emission measure from the prominence than from the quiet Sun at the same height. For example, the prominence emission measure at +7" is about 4 times greater than the quiet-Sun emission measure No. 3, 1979 EUV LIMB SPECTRA OF PROMINENCE 933
at +8". Because of this, there should be little contamination of the prominence spectrum with foreground and background quiet-Sun emission in the temperature range covered by Figure 2 . Between 2.5 x 10 4 K and 10 5 K the prominence emission measure exhibits a sharp decline, as does the quiet-Sun emission measure. However, above 7 x 10 4 K, for several positions in the prominence, the emission measure decreases somewhat less steeply than the quiet-Sun emission measure. This trend becomes much clearer at temperatures above 10 5 K where in all cases the prominence emission measure increases, while the quiet-Sun emission measure continues to decrease. At temperatures below 4 x 10 4 K the prominence emission measure rises rapidly for all heights in the prominence. The quiet-Sun emission measure, however, rises less steeply in this temperature range than at higher temperatures and begins to show a decrease in cool material with height. This demonstrates the existence of considerably larger quantities of cold material relative to hot material in the prominence than in the quiet Sun at these limb heights. The ratio of cool material to hot material in the prominence is similar to that found for the quiet Sun on the disk. We discuss this further in § IV.
Since the volume emission measure is dependent on both the electron density and the volume over which the emission takes place, it is not possible to further interpret the data presented in Figure 2 without an estimate of either the electron density or the emitting volume. In the next section we determine the electron density in the prominence.
b) Electron Densities
The theory of density-sensitive line ratios useful between 1100Â and 1940 Â has been discussed in a number of papers (e.g., Feldman, Doschek, and Rosenberg 1977; Doschek et al. 1978) . Basically, the method depends on the fact that when electron densities become large enough, the upper metastable levels of intersystem line transitions can be significantly depopulated by collisions as well as by spontaneous radiative decay. As a result the intensity ratio of an intersystem line to an allowed line formed at the same temperature decreases monotonically when the density exceeds the critical value at which collisional depopulation becomes important. For densities above the critical value, the absolute intensity of an intersystem line depends on the population of the upper level of the transition, a quantity that must be found by solving the statistical equilibrium equations for each ion in question. When the density is high enough, the upper levels of the transitions reach a pseudo-Boltzmann equilibrium with the ground state and the intensity of the inter system line becomes proportional to <iV e )AF, and not <V e 2 )AF as for an allowed line. A useful method for investigating the behavior of the intersystem lines in the prominence spectra which leads to determining the electron density is to examine the ratios of both the allowed and intersystem lines to the same lines observed in a region of known electron density, such as the quiet Sun observed 8" above the limb. The intensity ratios of the allowed lines are equal to the ratio of volume emission measures in the quiet Sun and the prominence, while the ratios of the intersystem lines enable differences in the electron density between the quiet Sun and the prominence to be determined. This direct comparison eliminates any errors in the absolute calibration of the spectrograph. In the event that the electron densities in the quiet Sun and prominence are the same, the intersystem line-intensity ratios will fall on the same curve as the allowed line ratios. If the electron density is lower in the prominence, a line such as C m A1909 will become "less forbidden" and the C m prominence to quiet Sun ratio will appear to increase relative to the allowed line ratio formed at the same temperature. At higher densities the effect is reversed and the C m line ratios would be reduced relative to the allowed line ratios.
In Figure 3 we have plotted for a number of positions in the prominence the ratios of the intensities of the resonance lines in the prominence to the intensities of the same lines in the average quiet-Sun spectrum at 8" above the limb. Each ratio is denoted by a cross. The similarly obtained intersystem line ratios are also shown and are denoted by open and filled circles. The maximum errors in the ratios are about 40%. Each ratio with the exception of the S n line is plotted at the temperature at which the line contribution function defined by equation (2) Figure 2 . In all of the cases plotted, the ratios tend to increase with temperature above about 4 x 10 4 K. The tendency for the ratio to increase sharply at low temperatures is also evident. As mentioned, this sharp increase below 4 x 10 4 K is due to the fact that the comparison is being made with respect to a quiet-Sun spectrum obtained fairly high above the limb, where lines of neutral and singly ionized species are absent.
Examination of the intersystem lines in Figure 3 provides an estimate of the electron density in the prominence. Most of the intersystem lines fall close to the line connecting the allowed lines. Only Si m A1892, C hi A1909, and O iv A1401 show any tendency to depart from the allowed lines. In addition, the O v A1218 line shows a tendency to depart from the extended trend of the allowed lines. For the O iv and O v lines the departures are most severe at large radial heights above the limb where the emission measure for temperatures above 10 5 K deviates most from the quiet-Sun emission measure. Since O iv A1401 and O v A1218 reach a low density limit at a higher density than the other intersystem lines, their behavior is inconsistent with the ratios measured in other lines. We suggest that this deviation is not due to a density in the prominence that is larger than the quiet Sun, but rather to an enhanced contribution to the C iv and N v line intensities in the prominence relative to the quiet Sun from plasma at temperatures above the peak of the G(T e ) function for the lines. Dupree (1972) has noted this effect for lithium-like ions. She calculates that for a quiet-Sun model only 68% of the emergent line intensity from the N v resonance lines comes from the temperature range where the G(T e ) function is within a factor of 10 of its peak value. The remainder comes from hotter plasma. This means that if we attribute all of the line intensity to material near r max for the N v and C iv resonance lines, we overestimate the emission measure at these temperatures in both the quiet Sun and the prominence. Furthermore, since the prominence emission measure is rising more rapidly with temperature than the quiet-Sun emission measure in this temperature regime, the overestimate is larger in the prominence than in the quiet Sun, which will result in the tendency for the intersystem lines to fall below the trend determined by the lines of C iv and N v. As we point out in § IV, Orrall and Schmahl (1976) find this same trend for the ratio of prominence emission measure to quiet-Sun emission measure to rise with increasing temperature. This for temperatures above about 10 5 K the value of the ratio of prominence emission to quiet-Sun emission may be better determined by the intersystem lines.
The Si hi A1892 line shows a tendency to fall below the allowed lines, while the C m A1909 line shows some tendency to fall above the allowed lines. If both lines are interpreted as a measure of density they give contradictory results; the Si m line indicating a density higher than the quiet Sun and the C in line indicating a density lower than the quiet Sun. We suggest that a consistent interpretation of the two lines is that the electron density in the prominence is near or slightly below quiet-Sun values. For that case the Si m A1892 line would be in the low-density limit and behave like an allowed line. To show this in the figure we have connected the Si m intensity ratio with the allowed line ratios with a dashed line.
With this interpretation we can use the information in Figure 3 and Table 2 to derive the actual electron density in the prominence. We do this in two ways. First we use the ratio of C m A1909 to Si iv A1403. Doschek et al. (1978) have determined the density sensitivity of this ratio. As a second method we compare the intensity of the C m A1909 line with the emission measure found by interpolating between the Si m A1892 ratio in Figure 3 and the Si iv A1403 ratio. This then gives the density using the power per unit emission measure versus density plot in Doschek, Feldman, and Mason (1979) . These two methods are equivalent if the differential emission measures for the prominence and the quiet Sun have the same shape. Since they are different the second method is in principle more reliable.
In Table 3 we list the electron densities derived in these two ways. Examination of the table shows that the two methods yield consistent results and that for most positions in the prominence the electron density tends to be between the quiet-Sun electron density and about half the quiet-Sun electron density. Orrall and Schmahl (1976) analyzed Harvard ATM data for a number of prominences. They also observed P59. Using the C m A1176/A977 ratio they found that the electron pressure in this prominence was about 0.17 of the pressure in the quiet Sun. The results in Table 3 indicate that, while the pressure is somewhat depressed in the prominence, it is not as low as they suggest.
c) Mass Motions
The shapes of most of the lines listed in Table 2 are Gaussian. If all of the broadening mechanisms are assumed to produce Gaussian line shapes, the FWHM of an optically thin line due to thermal Doppler 2.9 (10) 1.3 (10) 9.8 (9) 1.1 (10) 1.4 (10) 1.4 (10) 9.8 (9) 1.6 (10) 2.4 (10) 8.4 (9) 2.7 (10) 2.2 (10) 
broadening at an ion temperature T i9 random mass motions, and instrumental broadening is FWHM = JaA, 2 + 4 In 2(A/c) 2 0jp + ,
where AXj is the instrumental FWHM (0.06 Â), A is the wavelength, £ is the most probable velocity, and the other symbols have their usual meanings. With the exception of the S n and Si n lines, we take equal to the electron temperature at the maximum of the line contribution function given by equation (2). In Table 4 we present the calculated most-probable velocities for the emission lines presented in Table 2 . For positions near the limb, some of the resonance lines may be affected by opacity. Thus the turbulent broadening calculated for them should be regarded as an upper limit. For radial heights above the limb greater than about 10", most of the emission lines should be optically thin. Examination of Table 4 reveals a diversity of turbulent broadening velocities within the prominence. Positions (16) and (17) are outside of the prominence. The values of the nonthermal broadening calculated for those positions are typical of the quiet-Sun mass motions measured by Mariska, Feldman, and Doschek (1979) at 12" above the limb. The other positions, which are all within the prominence, show nonthermal velocities ranging from near those for the quiet Sun at the same height (position [2]) to very small velocities (e.g., position [15] ). For the positions in the prominence with the spectrograph slit tangent to the limb, the nonthermal velocity shows a tendency to decrease with increasing radial height above the limb. This is shown more clearly in Figure 4 , where we have plotted the calculated mass-motion velocity as a function of temperature for optically thin lines at three different radial heights above the limb. This same tendency can be seen for the other positions in the prominence at large radial heights above the limb, for example, position (15). This result is contrary to the tendency for g measured in cooler lines in the visible to increase with increasing height in the prominence (TandbergHanssen 1974) . In many cases, the velocities calculated from EUV emission lines are significantly larger than the 5-10 km s -1 nonthermal velocities measured in visible spectral lines. The figure shows that the massmotion velocity not only decreases with increasing height above the limb, it also has a tendency at 13" and 21" to remain constant for 7^ > 4 x 10 4 K. At 7" g increases with increasing T e in a manner similar to that found in the quiet Sun. At 13" and 21", however, g has a tendency to remain more nearly constant for r e > 4 x 10 4 K. The values of g for ions such as O i and C i are uncertain. For example, at 6000 K, the thermal FWHM of a C i line at 1930 Â is 0.031 Â, which is about the same as the FWHM induced by a nonthermal random motion of only 3kms _1 . Furthermore, both of these widths are only half as large as the instrumental width. Thus, for small values of g such as we have found for many of the neutral lines, the thermal and nonthermal broadenings are comparable and less than the instrumental width, and hence not reliable. We also note that for several slit positions g as a function of T e appears to suffer a discontinuity between ions of the second and third degrees of ionization. For example, consider position (9). From C in and Si m intersystem lines g = 17.1 km s _1 , but for the Si n lines g < 1 km s _1 . The thermal FWHM of Si ii at a nominal temperature of 12,000 K is only 0.027 Â. If Si ii is formed at a greater temperature than this, then g is even less than quoted above. If Si ii is formed at a lower temperature than 12,000 K, the value of g will remain essentially unchanged since the thermal FWHM at 12,000 K is only 38% of the nonthermal FWHM for 7 km s _1 , and the total line width is determined by the sum of the squares of these components. Thus this discontinuity appears to be a real effect and suggests two physically distinct components contained in the prominence : a high-temperature component with r e > 4 x 10 4 K and nonzero random mass motions, and a cool component with T e < 4 x 10 4 K and near-zero nonthermal mass motion. We discuss this further in § IV.
d) Helium Profiles
Because of the interest in helium emission in prominences (e.g., Heasley and Milkey 1978) , we have examined the 1640 Â line profiles in some detail. Typical profiles for four positions are shown in Figure  5 . (The crosses refer to the theoretical profiles discussed below.) The profiles for the other positions for which g is near zero are similar to one or another of the four profiles shown.
We have attempted to determine relative intensities and line widths for the He n feature by assuming Gaussian profiles for the seven components and making a least-squares fit to the data. The free ooo©m-HirmíNOs-HTtromirsor-©r-©son©ir^-s en os so Tf © Tf ir r-r-ir os © r--h r-r-<n r-»r -; oo oo m © r>* ©* ir* rn oo* r-' os' Tt* ri so' oo' ri oo* so* rn ri oo' ©* so' *-2 oo' ri oo' ri irmirmO^-irirsooososOsoosOTi-irooOmTf^-Tf soosrniroooo(Noooor4 1/2 ]); and (c) a wavelength correction SA which is the same for all lines, the purpose of which is to allow for a small error in the experimental wavelength measurements. The remaining line intensities are determined from branching ratios, and the additional assumption that the populations of the pairs of levels, 2 P 1 ,2, 2 Psi2 and 2 D 3l2 , 2 D 5 i 2 , are in the ratio of their statistical weights. If this is not assumed, there are five independent line intensities and solutions with negative line intensities for the weak components often occur. This is because the wavelength differences of several of the lines are quite small, much less than the instrumental width, and therefore the least-squares fitting problem is ill-conditioned.
We have fitted the prominence data at the four different pointings shown in Figure 5 with theoretical profiles determined as described above. The crosses represent points on the theoretical profiles. The fits are quite good. This does not necessarily imply that the 2 P levels and 2 D levels are statistically mixed, but the data do not contradict this hypothesis. The numerical results are given in Table 5 . The results in Table 5 show that the average ion temperature (assumed equal to the electron temperature) for formation of the 1640 Â line is about 27,000 K. This temperature is obtained by taking £ equal to the values obtained for cool lines such as Si ii. If £ is set equal to the values obtained for hotter lines such as Si iv and C iv, the resulting temperatures are very low, i.e., ~3000K, which is an internally inconsistent result. A temperature of 27,000 K for He n is much larger than the temperature of <10,000 K derived by Hirayama (1972) from observations of He h A4686 in quiescent prominences. However, Zirin (1966) states that temperatures of at least 30,000 K are required. It is not possible for us to determine from the 1640 Â profile alone whether or not both hot and cold He n components are contributing to the profile.
At 27,000 K the radiative recombination rates into n -3 levels from He ++ (A e a e ff 3 0 are about 5 x 10 5 times larger than collisional excitation rates into n = 3 levels from the ground state of He + (A e C T ). We therefore conclude that in the prominence the 1640 Â line is probably formed mainly by radiative recombination and not collisional excitation. Essentially the same result has been obtained by others (e.g., Hirayama 1972). Feldman et al. (1975) found that if 1640 Â were formed entirely by recombination, the components arising from the 3d levels should be about 10 times stronger than the lines arising from the 3p levels. Inspection of Figure 5 and Table 5 shows that this is not the case for the prominence spectra. At least part of the difference in the prominence may be due to resonance scattering of quiet-Sun He h A256 radiation with consequent branching into 1640 Â. Specifically, the number R of resonance 2 P1/2,3/2 levels (level 3). This process will be important if R is comparable to the population of the 3d levels via recombination. From our calculations, which take into account levels with « < 8, an upper limit to this recombination rate coefficient (a e ff 3i ) is 1.2 x 10" 13 cm 3 s" 1 . A maximum increase that could result (Linsky et al. 1976) . We have assumed a FWHM of 0.11 Â for He il À256 in the quiet Sun (Feldman and Behring 1974) . Using the above numbers, we find AE e ff = 1.4 x 10" 3 A(He + ) cm" 3 s" 1 , remembering that in the optically thin case only 0.12 AE results in 1640 Â emission. This is a lower limit to R since the effect of opacity in the prominence, if it is important, is to increase the value of R.
The recombination rate into the M levels is iV e iNr(He ++ )a e ff 3d , where N e is the electron density. From Table 3 , N e x 2 x 10 10 cm" 3 at 63,000 K. Assuming constant pressure, N e at 27,000 K is therefore 4.7 x 10 10 cm" 3 . Then N e N(He + + )a eff 3d ^ 1.2 x 10" 2 iV(He ++ ). From Table 5 , the ratio of the 3p to 3d components is about 1.2. Therefore, the above results imply A(He + )/A(He + + ) ä 10, if opacity of He n À256 in the prominence is neglected and the contribution to the 3p components by radiative recombination is much smaller than to the 3d components. These two effects, if important, bothresult in decreasing AT(He + )/A (He + + ). Our value for A(He ++ ) is larger by several orders of magnitude than the model values given by Heasley, Mihalas, and Poland (1974) .
There are additional factors that may affect our result. The resonance-absorption rate is sensitive to the motion of the prominence threads along a solar radius vector. If the motions are on the order of 20kms" 1 , the 256 Â absorption profile would be Doppler-shifted about 0.11 Â, i.e., the FWHM of He il A256. In this case scattered radiation in the 3p components would be much less. We note that in our recombination calculations, the collisional mixing of A« = 0 levels is based on the work of Pengelley and Seaton (1964) . Apparently, these rates are still the best currently available (Seaton 1978) . However, they are between nl and n(l -F 1) levels. It may be important to consider the splitting according to total angular momentum values /, since levels of different / and J are sometimes nearly degenerate. Finally, charge exchange may be important in the He problem. This was suggested previously by Yakovkin and Zeldina (1971) for flarelike events. We consider the value of A(He + )/ A(He + + ) that we have derived to be highly uncertain because of the possible problems mentioned above.
We now comment on the absolute intensity of 1640 Â in the prominence. In NRL S082-B spectra that we have examined, i.e., quiet Sun, active region, coronal-hole spectra, and in one flare and one surge spectrum, we found that the 1640 Â line has, to within a factor of about 2, the same intensity as the A1 in À1855 line. In the coronal-hole limb spectra the line is about a factor of 2 weaker than in the quiet Sun. Furthermore, in all the limb spectra the limb-brightening curve of 1640 Â is nearly the same as the curves for A1 m À1855 and Si m A1892. However, in all the prominence spectra, the line is 4-8 times more intense than the A1 in line.
IV. DISCUSSION Orrall and Schmahl (1976) examined EUV data from P59 and other prominences obtained with the Harvard Skylab instrument. They found the same trend in the ratio of the line intensities from the prominence to the same lines in the quiet Sun that we find in Figure 3 . Their values for the slope of this relationship are roughly the same as those determined from our data. Orrall and Schmahl interpreted their ratio data using both a resolved and an unresolved geometry for the emitting material. Ha photographs of this and other prominences show an abundance of intricate small-scale structures. While the coarser structures seen in the best Ha photographs may be resolved with the 5" x 5" slit used by Orrall and Schmahl, the unresolved geometry is the only appropriate one to consider with the 2" x 60" slit used in this study.
With the spatial resolution of the available data it is not possible to determine the distribution of cold and hot plasma. Two extreme possibilities are that we are observing cool threads of material surrounded by a transition-zone sheath that provides all of the EUV emission, or a collection of isothermal threads of material at different temperatures, with the transition from each thread to the surrounding corona being so abrupt that it provides very little EUV line emission. If we assume cool threads with all of the EUV line emission coming from a transition sheath, then we reach the same conclusion as that arrived at by Orrall and Schmahl; the temperature gradient in the prominence corona interface is different from that observed in the chromosphere-corona interface. If most of the emission is coming from isothermal threads, then the change in the intensity ratio with temperature would simply imply a change in the number of threads as a function of temperature. All of the positions we examined in this prominence and all of the prominences Orrall and Schmahl examined give very similar results for the ratio. Therefore, regardless of the true distribution of the plasma, we may conclude that the variation of the intensity ratio with temperature in the prominence we are discussing is typical of quiescent prominences. Schmahl and Hildner (1977) point out, however, that before eruption this prominence was fainter in EUV lines than stable quiescent prominences. Thus there may be some differences in structure between this prominence and stable quiescent prominences.
Although we are uncertain about the number of structures in the spectrograph slit, the measured line intensities and calculated volume emission measures, electron densities, and nonthermal broadening provide significant information about the nature of prominences in the temperature range of the transition zone. Of particular interest is the relationship between the cool matter in the prominence {T e < 10 4 K) and the hotter transition-zone material (T e > 10 5 K). Examination of the data in Table 2 for a sequence of positions in the prominence with the spectrograph slit at increasing heights above the limb, for example, positions (8), (9), and (10), shows that the intensities of the No. 3, 1979 EUV LIMB SPECTRA OF PROMINENCE 939 coolest emission lines, such as those of C i and O i, are virtually constant with radial height. The intensities of the transition-zone lines, such as those of C iv and N v, however, decrease in the same height interval by a factor of 6-8. In fact, examination of all positions in the prominence shows that the emission from the cool lines changes very little, while the transition-zone lines vary by more than an order of magnitude. This suggests that the spatial distribution of cool material in the prominence threads is nearly the same everywhere in the prominence, but the transition-zone material is subject to significant changes. Further evidence for this difference between the cool material and the hot material is provided by the turbulent velocities of the cool lines and the hot lines. As mentioned in § IIIc, there is a discontinuity in £ at T«, ~ 4 x 10 4 K for some slit positions.
Because the emission from lines formed at temperatures greater than ~4 x 10 4 K decreases with radial height in the prominence, we may ask whether the change is due to the decrease in the electron density with height expected in an atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium. For the solar plasma, the density scale height in cm is given approximately by // = 4900 T e . Thus, for an atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium, the electron density at position (10) should drop to about 0.15 of the value at position (9) and at position (15) it should decrease to about 0.009 of the value at position (14). Examination of Table 3 indicates that the measured electron density actually decreases by a smaller amount. The measured electron density at position (10) is only 0.6-0.7 times the value at position (9), and at position (15) it is about 0.3 times the value at position (14). Thus the measured electron density decreases with height less rapidly than the decrease predicted for a hydrostatic gas. This means that either the material is being supported in some other manner or the material is falling. Since the prominence threads are more or less vertical at these slit positions we suggest that the material is falling. Quiescent prominences show some evidence in Ha of material streaming downward (e.g., Tandberg-Hanssen 1974) .
Recent observations and theoretical models suggest that the chromosphere-corona interface is much more complex than the simple conduction-dominated layer it was once thought to be. Pneuman and Kopp (1977) have found that the energy carried by mass motions can dominate in determining the structure of the transition zone. Feldman, Doschek, and Mariska (1979) have shown that the transition zone is highly inhomogeneous with most of the EUV line emission coming from very small structures. One way to characterize the degree of inhomogeneity is to calculate a filling factor for the spectrograph slit. For the slit positions tangent to the solar limb, we assume that the prominence threads completely fill the 2" height of the slit. We can then express the volume in the volume emission measure as AK = 2" x 60" x / x / 2 , where / is the linear filling factor, assumed to be the same in the /-direction and along the long axis of the slit. Examination of the He n À304 spectroheliograms in Figure 1 shows that a typical thickness for the prominence is about 80". Thus, for a typical sequence of spectra taken tangent to the limb, such as those in positions (9) and (10), we find filling factors/ of about 0.024 and 0.018. This means that only a small percentage of the volume enclosed by the overall prominence envelope is emitting radiation characteristic of the solar transition zone. These filling factors are similar to those found by Feldman, Doschek, and Mariska (1979) for the quietSun transition zone.
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